SAP LEONARDO SOLUTION: COMPLIANCE ANALYTICS

Deep insights on compliance to minimize your maverick spend

Application Overview

Operational procurement activities typically take place in multiple systems. While there are solutions to guide users to the correct purchasing channels and to drive policy and contract compliance, there are nevertheless mechanisms to bypass the guidance given or exceptions where the standard buying channels may not fully apply.

Compliance Analytics enable purchasing organizations to understand purchasing behaviors for their specific categories of spend, take appropriate measures and thereby increase compliance. Based on the behaviors tracked, predictive analytics can also predict buying patterns and enable prognoses on spend compliance.

Solution

Compliance Analytics provides insights on purchasing behaviors and enables purchasing professionals to take appropriate measures to increase compliance. It provides comprehensive and in-depth analyses to help procurement professionals identify leakage, drive compliance and realize savings targets.

Business Value

- Provides deeper and more valuable insights on compliance through real-time and predictive analytics.
- Enables faster and better decision making.

Features

- Purchasing Behavior Analysis to track spend and compliance.
- Predictive Compliance Analysis to predict buying patterns and estimate impacts of non-compliance.
- Contract Compliance Report to measure adherence to contract pricing and terms.

Technologies in Use

- SAP S/4HANA
- SAP Ariba
- SAP Analytics Cloud
- SAP Cloud Platform
- Smart Data integration (SDI)

Click here to watch the video.